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If destinations that are to remain competitive and attractive to 
visitors for years to come will have to start protecting their 
communities and cultural capital now with this shift in 
approach requiring reimagining the way that destination 
marketing and management intersect — as well as 
incorporating the concerns of local stakeholders into the 
tourism boards’ strategic planning. 
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A MODEL OF THE ROLES AND ACTIVITIES OF DESTINATION 
MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONS
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Presenza, A., Sheehan, L., & Ritchie, J. B. (2005). Towards a model of the roles and activities of destination management 
organizations. Journal of Hospitality, Tourism and Leisure Science, 3(1), 1-16.
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Innovation in Rural Tourism
• Innovation = capacity to change and adapt (Kanter, 1983)

• New knowledge
• Implementation

• Research on rural tourism innovation is extremely limited (Booyens & Rogerson, 2016; Marasco, DeMartino, Magnotti, & Morvillo, 2018)

• Little evidence of knowledge transfer from explicit, research-based knowledge sources (Hallin & Marnburg, 2008; Cooper 
2006; Hjalager, 2010) 

• Shared experiences and interactions favor local, tacit knowledge (Hoarau & Kline, 2014)

• Destinations as cognitive systems (Varra, Buzzigoli, & Loro, 2012)

• Lyons, Miller, & Mann (2017) ID an explicit role for Extension in facilitating networks and rural innovation 
systems
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Methodology and Study Area



https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g58999-d1052679-Reviews-Sirianni_s_Cafe-
Davis_West_Virginia.html#photos;geo=58999&detail=1052679&ff=250575648&albumViewMode=hero&aggregationId=&albumid=103
&baseMediaId=250575648&thumbnailMinWidth=50&cnt=30&offset=-1&filter=7
https://www.google.com/maps/uv?hl=en&pb=!1s0x884ac9bb786bb7cb%3A0x3642ba46ce9d3723!2m19!2m2!1i80!2i80!3m1!2i20!16m
13!1b1!2m2!1m1!1e1!2m2!1m1!1e3!2m2!1m1!1e5!2m2!1m1!1e4!3m1!7e115!4s%2F%2Flh6.googleusercontent.com%2F-
RXZRwX_S0VY%2FVVjz2Zxv89I%2FAAAAAAAAvbY%2FaVIVodzWUwQRBdoQAvqP0iGaNkVY-i96ACJkC%2Fw90-h90-n-k-
no%2F!5s%20-%20Google%20Search&imagekey=!1e3!2s-
RXZRwX_S0VY%2FVVjz2Zxv89I%2FAAAAAAAAvbY%2FaVIVodzWUwQRBdoQAvqP0iGaNkVY-i96ACJkC

Tucker County, WV (pop. 6,839)
• Leisure and Hospitality = 21% total emp.

• $46 million in direct sales
• 790 jobs



Pocahontas County, WV (pop. 8,247)
• Leisure and Hospitality = 25% total employment

• $112 million in direct sales
• 1,300 jobs

https://www.pocahontascountywv.com/
https://visitwv.com/mountain-music-trail/
https://interferencetechnology.com/national-radio-quiet-zone-quietest-place-usa/

https://www.pocahontascountywv.com/
https://visitwv.com/mountain-music-trail/
https://interferencetechnology.com/national-radio-quiet-zone-quietest-place-usa/


https://wvtourism.com/company/wheeling-ohio-county-convention-and-visitors-bureau-cvb/
https://wheelingcvb.com/gallery/

City of Wheeling, WV (pop. 26,430)
• $334 million in direct sales
• 2,870 jobs

https://wvtourism.com/company/wheeling-ohio-county-convention-and-visitors-bureau-cvb/
https://wheelingcvb.com/gallery/
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Morrison, A. (2013). Destination management and destination marketing: The platform for excellence in tourism destinations. Tourism Tribune, 28(1), 6-9.

Roles of the DMO in destination management

• Leadership and coordination: The DMO has a leadership role in tourism within the destination; it sets the overall direction for tourism in the future. There are many others involved 
in tourism in the destination, so the DMO also acts as a coordinator of the efforts of everyone on the destination team.

• Planning and research: The DMO has a key role in preparing tourism policies, plans and strategies for the destination. It conducts research on existing and potential target markets to 
guide future marketing and product development decisions. The DMO tracks the programs of its main competitors and continually seeks out best practice case studies to improve 
product development and marketing.

• Product development: The DMO has the overall responsibility for the sustainable development of the tourism product including physical products, people, packages, and programs. 
It takes inventory of the current destination offerings and assists with continuous product quality improvements. Additionally, the DMO identifies new tourism product development 
opportunities and provides assistance in realizing these projects and programs.

• Marketing and promotion: The DMO develops the overall marketing strategy and prepares long-term and short-term marketing plans for tourism. It identifies the priority target 
markets and selects the most effective image or identity for the destination, culminating in the implementation of an effective branding approach. The DMO uses the integrated 
marketing communications method combining online and traditional promotions to inform and persuade tourists to come to the destination.

• Partnership and teambuilding: The DMO puts together an effective destination team and builds alliances to achieve the destination’s product development and marketing goals.
Some of the partnerships are established within the destination, while others are with external parties including travel agencies, tour operators, transportation providers, MICE 
planners, and others.

• Community relations: The DMO acts as the main champion and advocate for tourism within the destination by raising the awareness and profile of tourism locally to support the 
achievement of its product development and marketing goals. Additionally, the DMO may consult with community residents when making important decisions that will affect their 
lifestyles and living standards.



Moving Beyond Marketing
• WVACVBs requires 40% of budget directed to advertising
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“Its much bigger than marketing. 
Marketing is the number one thing, but in order   
to do marketing, you've got to have your 
product development.”

“We have to stop relying on our natural attractions 
to stay a competitive tourism destination…people 
like Ohio are dumping tons of money into trail 
development… [our destination] is going to 
fall behind if we don’t reinvest.”

“Product development is small business development. … When there is an event, a 
Broadway show on a Tuesday night at the theater and there are 2,500 people going to that venue, filling 
up the Bridge Tavern, drinks before they go and drinks after dinner…this theater is driving that 
market…you can specifically say that it was the programming that brought the people to the community.



Leadership, Partnerships, & Engagement
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The destination is “three primary 
things: the power of people, the 
power of product, and the power 
of partnerships. … that’s my 
job: to make sure that those three 
things work together.” 
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https://www.pawv.org/endanger/archives/02-2009
https://wheelingheritage.org/project/capitol-theatre/

“sharing ideas establishes the network…and can 
be effective for the community because everybody has 
similar goals and the mission is the same. We 
changed our focus to spend a lot of effort and 
substantial resources on destination management, i.e. 
buying a capital theater… but it was because we 
had really good stakeholders,…we had a fantastic 
board of directors that represented a wide variety of 
economic, different types of government, and different 
types of tourism entities. And they're all sitting at 
the same table and trying to figure out how can we 
increase the number of people coming to the City of 
Wheeling.

https://www.pawv.org/endanger/archives/02-2009
https://wheelingheritage.org/project/capitol-theatre/
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https://romesentinel.com/stories/berkshire-bank-employees-volunteer-to-help-capitol-theatre,61696
https://www.wvgazettemail.com/dailymailwv/daily_mail_features/pocahontas-high-tourism-club-gets-around-daily-mail-wv/article_09c8056b-48d4-5b00-9f7a-83e3aa33c784.html

“the first thing [the CVB] did was invite 2,500 local 
people for a free three-hour presentation on what 
this theater could do and what kind of programming 
it could have. And so we got a lot of community 
buy-in that way….we put out a call for some 
volunteers to come and kind of help us out…And we 
had 180 people show up on Saturday and Sunday of 
that designated clean up weekend. And they were 
just regular community people…The theater 
had some kind of meaning to them.”

“to be successful in a rural area, you have to be 
engaged with your community. … People 
have to know you. They have to see our faces, 
and I preach that all the time. We have to pick up 
the telephone…We have to talk to them…We have 
to look them in the eye… that's really important.” 

https://romesentinel.com/stories/berkshire-bank-employees-volunteer-to-help-capitol-theatre,61696
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Tucker County Destination 
Mgmt.  Framework



A Role for Cooperative Extension
• Linking tacit knowledge of local partners with explicit 

research-based knowledge
• Creating a scientific community that facilitates knowledge 

transfer and innovation (Lyons, Miller, & Mann, 2017) 

• Economic specialization beyond ag.
• Systems thinking and local network building
• Importing university knowledge
• Co-creating knowledge
• Working across state boundaries
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Research Driven Approaches
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“We need to do a better job at collecting on the 
ground, Pocahontas County data.  It could help to 
have some of that data on a regular basis… I 
would say to being able to do that research 
and that data collection is definitely a 
weakness.” 



Creating the Backbone Organization
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Creating Explicit Knowledge
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Destination Sustainability
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Morrison, A. (2013). Destination management and destination marketing: The platform for excellence in tourism destinations. Tourism Tribune, 28(1), 6-9.

Roles of the DMO in destination management

• Leadership and coordination: The DMO has a leadership role in tourism within the destination; it sets the overall direction for tourism in the future. There are many others involved 
in tourism in the destination, so the DMO also acts as a coordinator of the efforts of everyone on the destination team.

• Planning and research: The DMO has a key role in preparing tourism policies, plans and strategies for the destination. It conducts research on existing and potential target markets to 
guide future marketing and product development decisions. The DMO tracks the programs of its main competitors and continually seeks out best practice case studies to improve 
product development and marketing.

• Product development: The DMO has the overall responsibility for the sustainable development of the tourism product including physical products, people, packages, and programs. 
It takes inventory of the current destination offerings and assists with continuous product quality improvements. Additionally, the DMO identifies new tourism product development 
opportunities and provides assistance in realizing these projects and programs.

• Marketing and promotion: The DMO develops the overall marketing strategy and prepares long-term and short-term marketing plans for tourism. It identifies the priority target 
markets and selects the most effective image or identity for the destination, culminating in the implementation of an effective branding approach. The DMO uses the integrated 
marketing communications method combining online and traditional promotions to inform and persuade tourists to come to the destination.

• Partnership and teambuilding: The DMO puts together an effective destination team and builds alliances to achieve the destination’s product development and marketing goals.
Some of the partnerships are established within the destination, while others are with external parties including travel agencies, tour operators, transportation providers, MICE 
planners, and others.

• Community relations: The DMO acts as the main champion and advocate for tourism within the destination by raising the awareness and profile of tourism locally to support the 
achievement of its product development and marketing goals. Additionally, the DMO may consult with community residents when making important decisions that will affect their 
lifestyles and living standards.



The co-created plan 
provided concrete 
strategies to address 
resident quality of life, the 
local environment, the 
quality of the economy, 
and visitor experiences 
(Vogt, Andereck, and 
Pham, 2020). 
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“We talk a lot about, educational 
sessions. And, you know, something 
like [the importance of destination 
management] could be one of those 
educational sessions. … I really do 
believe people should do more of 
this..” 

“If the CVB Association [shared] case studies of organizations of 
CVB’s going beyond marketing and how they've been able to do 
that, that could be a valuable thing and potential partnership we 
could play with the association.”



Questions?
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